
Write good Well 
 

Instructor: Joe Dennis 



AP Style 
•  Months: Sept. 16, not September 16 
•  Time: 7 a.m., not 7:00 a.m. or 7am or 7 AM 
•  States: Ga. not GA or Georgia (unless 

alone) 
•  Cities: Several stand alone, like Atlanta, 

New York, Rome, Bangkok 
•  Titles: The Atlanta Journal Constitution, 

not The Atlanta Journal Constitution 



AP Style 
•  Percent: 33 percent, not 33% 
•  Attribution: said, not “says” or “states” or 
“exclaimed” 

•  website not Web site 
•  email not e-mail 
•  Numbers: one-nine, 10-999,999, 1 million, 

not 3 or ten or one million 



AP Style 
•  Degrees: master’s degree in journalism, 

not M.A. in journalism or master’s in 
journalism 

•  Classes: math, calculus, journalism, not 
Math, Calculus, Journalism 

•  Sports: baseball, football, not Baseball or 
Football 

•  Sports: boys basketball team, not boys’ or 
boy’s basketball team 



Common Mistakes 
•  “While” is an element of time, use 
“Although” 

•  “Over” is a element of space, use “More 
than” 

•  Place attribution after first sentence of 
quote 

•  Never lead into quotes (When asked about 
…) 



Common Mistakes 
•  Avoid asking questions in the story 
•  Stay in third person – keep yourself out of 

the story 
•  Fact check titles, spellings 
•  Don’t capitalize subjects (unless it’s a 

language) 
•  For our purposes, the day of the week or 

exact date is typically not important 



Common Mistakes 
•  Punctuation inside quotes 
•  No exclamation points! 
•  Assumptions must be attributed 
•  Short paragraphs, but every sentence 

doesn’t have to be a paragraph 
•  “Sex up” leads 
•  Avoid mundane writing 



GRAMMAR 
IS 

YOUR 
FRIEND 



Grammar 
 

Subject/verb agreement – always identify the 
subject 
• Be wary of prepositional phrases 
-The last two innings of the game were (not was) 
boring. 
-Each of the children is (not are) enrolled in school. 

• Nor/or rule 
Neither John nor his brothers know (not knows) 
what to expect …(with nor/or, verb should agree 
with nearest subject) 
 



Grammar 
 

Subject/verb agreement– always identify the 
subject 
 
•Collective nouns take a singular verb when 
working in unison, but take a plural verb when in 
disagreement 
-The team is competing for a state championship. 
-The team were arguing about the selection of 
team captain. 



Grammar 
 

Subject/verb agreement– always identify the 
subject 
 
•Some nouns have different style rules for 
pronouns 
-The Bulldogs won their game 
-Georgia won its game 
-The Georgia Bulldogs won their game 
 



Grammar 
 

If a name ends in “s” … 
-To make it singular possessive, add an 
apostrophe 
-To make it plural, add an “es” 
-To make it plural possessive, add an es and 
an apostrophe 
 
•I’ve been told to report to Mr. Dennis’ office. 
•The Dennises are attending the party. 
•The party is at the Dennises’ home. 



Who vs. Whom 
 

Who: Subject of sentence 
Whom: Direct object of sentence 
 
Ask yourself, is the who/whom doing 
something (subject), or is something being 
done to them (object)? 

• Listen to your mother, who knows 
everything (subject of knows) 



Who vs. Whom 
 • I will give an “A” to whoever asks (subject of 

asks) 
• Whom shall I choose … (direct object of shall 
choose) 
• The company needs to know whom it is insuring 
(direct object of is insuring) 
• The editors decided to hire the student who, of 
everyone in the class, scored (subject of scored) 



Lay vs. Lie 
 

• Lay, laid (p), laying (pp): action word, requires a 
direct object 
 
• Lie, lay (p), lain (pp): indicates a state of reclining 
along a horizontal plane, no direct object 
 
Bon Jovi was right, Eric Clapton was wrong 
 
Ask yourself, is there a direct object? 
 



Lay vs. Lie 
 

Lay, laid, laying: action, takes a direct object 
Lie, lay, lain: state, no direct object 

• Lay your hands on me 
• Lie down Sally 
• He laid his hands on me 
• Sally lay on the bed 
• He will be laying his hands on me 
• Sally was lain next to me 



May vs. Might 
May implies a possibility 
Might implies for more uncertainty 
 
•  If you have four drinks tonight, you may 

get drunk. 
•  If you have four drinks tonight, you 

might wake up in a jail cell.  



Fewer vs. Less 
Fewer is for measurable quantities 
Less is for hypothetical quantities 
 
•  I have 10 items or fewer, so I can go to 

the fast checkout lane. 
•  Without studying, students will be less 

successful in college. 



Affect vs. Effect 
Affect is almost always a verb, to influence  
Effect is almost always a noun, result/outcome 
 
•  My hope is this lecture will affect the results 

of your competency test. 
•  The effect of my lecture was better student 

test scores. 
 
 



Grammar 
Essential/Non-essential clauses 
•  Use “that” for essential clauses 

– Dennis gave a session that focused on 
journalism. 

•  Use “which” for non-essential clauses 
(offset with a comma). 
– Dennis presented a session, which was 

award-winning, on grammar. 



Grammar 
•  The word “this” is a pronoun, which 

means it needs antecedent noun to 
refer to. 
–  Incorrect: This is really confusing. (What 

are you talking about, mate?) 
– Correct: This grammar stuff is really 

confusing. (I know, right?) 



Grammar 
•  Avoid double negatives 

–  Incorrect: She never hardly uses proper 
grammar. 

– Correct: She hardly ever uses proper 
grammar.  



Grammar 
•  Be careful of the modifier “only” 
Be sure it is in front of the noun it is 
modifying 

– He gave the hungry children only money 
– He gave only the hungry children money 
– He gave the hungry children the only 

money 



Commas 
•  In AP style, series DO NOT include a comma before 

the conjunction (no serial comma) 
–  John, Paul, George and Ringo are also known as 

the Beatles. 
•  Use a comma to separate independent clauses with a 

conjunction. 
–  He is my brother, and I do not understand him 
–  I do not understand him, but he is my brother. 

 



Commas 
•  Use commas to offset participle phrases 

that come in the middle of sentences. 
– The professor, who tends to wear 

mismatched socks, grades harshly.  
– Green bacon, although fragrant, should not 

be eaten.  
 



Commas – Direct Address 
•  Use commas when directing the 

sentence directly at someone or 
something. 
– Chair, please come over here so that I may 

rest upon you. 
– Thanks for ruining prom for everyone, 

Margaret.  



Colons 
•  Use to indicate a coming list 

– The delegates came from the following 
towns: Smyrna, Rome, Valdosta, 
Brunswick and Americus. 

•  Use to indicate an dependent clause 
that naturally flows from the previous 
independent clause 
–  I came here to do two things: chew bubble 

gum and kick ass, and I am all out of 
bubble gum.  



Dashes 
•  Use to offset a series in a phrase 

– Dennis listed the qualities — good 
grammar, proper AP style, appropriate use 
of dashes — that he looks for in student 
work. 

• Use to denote an abrupt change in 
thought in a sentence 

- Dennis presented a session — it was pure 
genius — on good grammar. 



Semicolons 
•  Usually, you probably don’t need that 

semicolon. If you are using it, rewrite 
the sentence. 

•  Use it to separate two independent 
clauses without a conjunction. 
– My aunt has hairy knuckles; she loves to 

wash and comb them. 


